Background: Anecdotal evidence suggests that software applications are usually implemented using a combination of (programming) languages. Aim: We want to provide empirical evidence on the phenomenon of multi-language programming. Methods: We use data mining of 1150 open source projects selected for diversity from a public repository to a) investigate the projects for number and type of languages found and the relative sizes of the languages; b) report on associations between the number of languages found and the size, age, number of contributors, and number of commits of a project using a (Quasi-)Poisson regression model, and c) discuss concrete associations between the generalpurpose languages and domain-specific languages found using frequent item set mining. Results: We found a) a mean number of 5 languages per project with a clearly dominant main general-purpose language and 5 often-used DSL types, b) a significant influence of the size, number of commits, and the main language on the number of languages as well as no significant influence of age and number of contributors, and c) three language ecosystems grouped around XML, Shell/Make, and HTML/CSS. Conclusions: Multilanguage programming seems to be common in open-source projects and is a factor which must be dealt with in tooling and when assessing development and maintenance of such software systems.
INTRODUCTION
The software engineering community has come up with numerous programming languages for the various tasks involved in software construction. Anecdotal evidence suggests that software projects often employ combinations of languages for system implementation, which includes generalpurpose languages (GPLs) such as C++, Java, or Ruby, and domain-specific languages (DSLs) such as HTML, Make, XML, or SQL. The utilization of multiple languages within one project means that for fully understanding, analyzing, and manipulating the project -which includes not only Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. EASE '15 April 27 -29, 2015, Nanjing, China ACM 978-1-4503-3350-4/15/04...$15.00. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2745802.2745805 understanding the code for the runtime of the system but also the construction parts such as building and testinga developer must have a grasp of each of these languages. Furthermore, if multiple languages are used, they mostly do not stand alone -instead, artifacts in each language reference one another, which increases the complexity of the software and requires care during maintenance [1] .
It is thus important to gain an understanding of how language combinations are used in practice. We believe that this knowledge is an enabler for many efforts related to development and maintenance, such as understanding and visualizing software architectures, creating tool support for developing and restructuring software, and finally understanding system runtime behavior, all of which are affected by separating concerns into different languages.
Our aim is to aid this understanding with the work at hand, in which we supply empirical evidence on the phenomenon of multi-language programming with an investigation of 1150 open source software projects retrieved from the hosting site GitHub 1 . We have structured our investigation along the following three research questions.
• RQ1. How many languages (GPLs and DSLs) are commonly used in open source software, and what is their relative code size and (for DSLs) their type?
• RQ2 : Does the number of languages depend on one of the following other project properties: size, main language, age, number of commits, and number of contributors?
• RQ3 : Which association patterns can be found between the languages (and in particular, GPLs and DSLs) used in the projects?
The answer to the first question serves to illuminate the problem domain and language usage in general. With the second question, we investigate relationships between project properties. The third question looks at GPL-GPL and GPL-DSL associations across the data set, identifying co-occurring languages and language groupings by association frequency. This information identifies common sets of languages that merit attention (e.g. for tool support).
We outline the methods used for project selection and analysis in the next section. Sections 3 and 4 contain the results from our analysis and a discussion of the implications and conjectures we can draw from the data, respectively. We conclude in section 5.
METHODS
Our analysis is based on concrete real-life open source projects. To be able to find the effects of different shapes and forms of these projects on the number of languages, we used a combined process of random selection and optimal design (or theoretical sampling). The first is used to reduce the number of candidates, while the second is aimed at selecting projects with a maximally diverse set of values over interesting attributes (as listed in RQ2). Both are discussed in section 2.1.
The number and names of the languages occurring in a project are not readily available; they must be detected from the source code, a process we describe in section 2.2.
Once selected, we have analyzed the project set by statistical methods, which are described in section 2.3. Besides the numbers, it is also interesting to look at the concrete programming languages; we used a frequent item set mining approach, which is described in section 2.4.
The complete data and the source code which creates the data is available on our web page 2 .
Data Collection

Random Project Selection
In this first step, we randomly selected projects from GitHub, which is possible since each project is stored with a numerical identifier. By creating a new project and querying its identifier, we discovered the current maximum number of projects, which was then used as an upper bound for random number generation.
We used the GitHub web service API for querying project information for each generated ID. The information required for each project for answering the research questions is shown in Table 1 . 
Main language
The general-purpose language with the largest amount of code (in bytes)
Size
The size of the project (bytes written in the main language)
Age
The age of the project since the first commit (in months)
Contributors
The number of (unique) people who contributed to the project
Commits
The total number of commits to the source code repository
Gathering this information requires several API (HTTP) requests; one for the primary metadata (such as name, owner, etc.); one for the languages involved, and a variable number of requests for the commit history (depending on how many commits there are; the information is paged). We call this the initially queried project set.
A script was written to download this information, taking care of the limitations imposed by GitHub (5'000 requests per hour for registered users) as well as all error conditions (some projects do not have contributors or languages, etc).
The resulting set of metadata was then processed with several inclusion criteria defined as follows:
2 www.xllsrc.net/languagestudy
• The project must (still) exist and be publicly accessible, i.e. the request may not result in a 404 error.
• The project must contain a general-purpose programming language (there are also other projects on GitHub such as documentation efforts).
• The project may not be a fork. This avoids duplicates.
• The project must have a minimum of 500 and a maximum of 100 million bytes of code (both in the main language). This avoids both "Hello World" projects and one-of-a-kind large projects.
• The project must have consistent metadata (i.e. at least one contributor and at least one commit).
After applying these inclusion criteria to the initially queried project set, we get what we call the randomly selected project set, which serves as input for the next step.
Selecting a Diverse Project Set
Our aim in this study was analyzing language occurrence in projects which are maximally diverse, that is projects of different forms and shapes, spread out as far as possible over the input parameters listed in RQ2. To achieve this, we used the algorithm provided by Nagappan et al. [2] . In a nutshell, their approach describes how to select a sample of projects to maximize the diversity by selecting only one from a set of similar projects -where similarity is defined by certain similarity functions given below.
Another option would have been selecting a smaller random sample, which would have offered representativeness for all research questions (for GitHub). We have explicitly opted for diversity since we are interested in language effects over as many shapes and forms of projects as possible. A second reason is that GitHub has its own biases; a large part of projects uses JavaScript as the main language, and there are many small and/or abandoned projects, which would have taken up a large part of a random sample. Note, however, that the sample we have taken is still representative of GitHub for the (Quasi-)Poisson regression which we have used for answering RQ2 (see section 2.3).
In the terms of Nagappan et al., our universe (or population) consists of the metadata of the randomly selected project set. We have characterized these projects along the dimensions shown in Table 1 . Our configuration, i.e. the similarity function determining whether two projects are similar, is defined by equality in the following attributes.
• Main language. Languages are split into 13 categories, with 12 each representing a well-known GPL (the first 12 from Table 3 ), and the last representing all others.
• Project size (bytes in the main language): 5 groups based on orders of magnitude: Tiny (less than 1000 bytes), Small (1k to 10k), Middle (10k to 100k), Large (100k to 1m), and Very large (over 1m).
• Project age, split into 3 groups: Young (less than one year), Middle (1 to 4 years), Old (5 or more years).
• Number of contributors, split again into 4 groups: Single person (one contributor), small team (2 to 7), medium team (8 to 100), large team (over 100).
• Number of commits, split into 4 groups: Single checkin (one commit), very low (2 to 10), low (11 to 100), medium (101 to 1000), and high (over 1000).
The algorithm was able to fully cover the universe with a reasonable amount of projects for analysis as we will discuss in the results section. We call this set the final input set; it was used for all analyses (and thus for all research questions).
Language Detection
Part of the data available on GitHub is the main language of a project and a list of other used languages. Unfortunately, this list cannot be used for our analysis since it only includes "programming languages and acceptable markup languages," as the source code of Linguist 3 , the tool GitHub uses for determining the language of source code files, states 4 . Unfortunately, the unacceptable languages include very common languages such as XML and HTML which are indeed interesting to us.
However, Linguist also allows the discovery of languages on a file-by-file basis where it does not apply the exclusions discussed above. We have therefore ascertained our own count of languages and sizes by acquiring the source code of each project and detecting the language by file-by-file invocations of Linguist.
We were thus able to re-use this tool which was very helpful since Linguist not only includes detection mechanisms for a large amount of languages but also contains other helpful features which improve the quality of the data. First, Linguist detects languages used for documentation purposes, such as reStructuredText or MarkDown. These languages are correctly considered to be prose by Linguist and were excluded from all language counts. Secondly, Linguist attempts to exclude generated files (for example, files generated by the XCode IDE or by the Java JNI tool) which are identified by name or by text within the file. Finally, Linguist excludes so-called vendored files which are well-known libraries included in source (such as the jQuery library for JavaScript).
Thus, for all projects in the final input set, the latest version was retrieved from the repository URL provided by GitHub. Each project then was analyzed file-by-file and the results accumulated and stored for further analyses.
Statistical Analysis
For our first glimpse into the data set and for answering our first research question, simple descriptive statistics such as the mean and the interquartile range suffice.
However, for answering research question 2, we require more complex methods, since we attempt to analyze the associations between the different attributes of our input data. As we have discussed in section 2.1, we use a twostep process of project selection: the first step selects random projects, while the second uses theoretical sampling and aims at selecting a maximally diverse set of projects based on different parameters of the input data. This second step suggests using a regression analysis including the exact same parameters we used for selection (main language, size, age, number of contributors, and number of commits) as the covariates since it is thus permissible to generalize the results from the analysis. The regression analysis tests the influence of several project properties on the number of languages, i.e. if there is a significant change in the number of languages given a change in one of the input parameters.
In detail, we perform a Poisson regression analysis [4] and employ a (Quasi-)Poisson model with the number of languages found by the Linguist tool as the response variable. Regarding the covariates, all except the main language are metric; the main language itself is a categorical variable and was implemented in the model using dummy coding. The Poisson regression is the standard model for modeling count data as it assumes that the response variable follows a Poisson distribution. In contrast, a linear regression analysis would assume a normal distribution for the response and is therefore only applicable for metric variables.
We used the R statistical package with the mgcv (Mixed GAM Computation Vehicle) library 5 for this analysis.
Association Rule Mining
While the statistical analysis gives us answers in terms of numbers and associations, it does not give insights into the actual languages and language types. Since research question 3 is about associations between individual languages, we require another approach for querying the search space.
We employ frequent item set mining as well as association rule mining using variants of the two-step approach proposed by Agrawal and Srikant [3] (Apriori). In particular, we use the FP-Growth algorithm for frequent item sets and the "faster algorithm" for association rule mining described in the above paper. For both algorithms, we use the implementations of the SPMF library 6 . We use languages as the items and projects (in the sense of combinations of languages) as the transactions; in other words, we discover frequent sets of languages across all projects. Of particular interest in our case are one-item sets and the association rules between one-item GPL sets and their associated DSLs.
RESULTS
Data Collection
At the time of data collection, the highest repository ID on GitHub was 25'855'878. For data discovery, we thus selected random IDs between 1 and 25 million. Over the course of one week, we downloaded the metadata of 500'000 repositories, which is our initially queried project set.
Our defined inclusion criteria were now applied to this project set, which reduced the set to 82'547 projects (the randomly selected project set). The reasons for exclusion are shown in Table 2 . Most queries resulted in a resource not found (404) error; this means either a) the project was deleted or b) the project is private. A sizeable amount of projects are forks, followed by projects that are not software systems (no programming language).
A total of 3'232 projects were too small or too large, with the overwhelming number being too small (3'045). Other reasons are technical in nature (no contributors found, no commits found, project access is forbidden due to DMCA, no size found for main language, etc.). This set was then processed with the algorithm of Nagappan et al. [2] , which completed with the final input set of 1150 projects that fully represent the input space. These projects were then checked out (around 38 GB of data) and analyzed with the Linguist tool for language occurrence.
Basic Language Co-Occurrence Data
Our first results relate to the basic numbers of language co-occurrence in the final input set of 1150 projects. Linguist has found 151 non-prose languages in total in the projects; we list all languages occurring in at least ten projects in Table 3 . For the DSL languages, the type is given in the table as well. A general overview of the language numbers found in the projects is shown in Figure 1 . The three boxplots shows the occurrence of GPLs, DSLs, and of their combination (i.e. all languages). For each group, the values of the five-number summary are shown. As usual, the bar represents the me- The medians (shown as thick bars in the figure) are 2 for GPLs, 2 for DSLs, and 4 for all languages, respectively. The means and standard deviation are 2.12±1.79, 3.05±2.86, and 5.17±4.3. As usual, 75% of the values lie within the whiskers, which means between 1 and 3 GPLs, 0 and 8 DSLs, and a total of 1 to 14 languages. There are also several outliers, ranging up to 36 languages, which is the maximum found in any project. There are only 2 projects with over 30 languages; both use C as the main language.
For comparing the relative sizes of languages within the projects, we use the output of Linguist, which is in source lines of code (SLOC). The results show that the mean number of lines of code of the main GPL compared to all GPLs per project is 91%±14 -thus, in most cases we have a clearly dominant main GPL language. If we compare the lines of code of languages in the GPL group with those of the DSL group, we find the GPL lines of code to amount to a mean of 74%±27 of the DSLs; i.e., about 3/4th of a project's code is written in GPLs on average (albeit with a rather high standard deviation).
For further insights into DSL usage it is interesting to look at the types of DSLs present in each project, and the number of languages present with each type. There are five DSL types which occur in 100 or more projects; these are Structure Data (for example, XML), User Interface Description (for example, HTML), Shell (for example, Bash), Build (for example, Make), and Configuration (for example, .INI).
Looking at the number of languages per type per project, we find that the mean of occurring languages lies between 1.0 to 1.35 for all types except UI, where the value is 2.0. The mean numbers for Build and Configuration are very close to one -they are 1.03±0.17 and 1.08±0.27, respectively. For Structured Data and Shell, we get slighter higher values of 1.35±0.60 and 1.22±0.42. The languages in the user interface type have the highest mean as well as the highest standard deviation (2.0±1.07).
All other DSL categories -that, is, those occurring in less than 100 projects -have means of about one.
Regression Analysis
In this step, the final input set was subjected to a Poisson regression analysis with main language, size, age, number of contributors, and number of commits as the covariates and the number of languages as the response variable.
Creating a Poisson model requires several decisions. The first relates to the coding of variables. Regarding the covariates, it appears that size, age, the number of contributors and the number of commits are metric variables. However, the main language is measured on a nominal scale with a total of 48 values. This variable was thus factored; we used dummy encoding to compare each language category against a reference, for which we selected the Java language. As there are many categories that are represented by only very few projects in our sample we furthermore decided to group main languages with less than five projects each into a single category named "Other", reducing the number of language categories to 20. Note that this only refers to the main GPL of a project (the one with the highest number of bytes written in the language), not to the overall list of GPL appearances shown in Table 3 .
With the Poisson model being designed for modeling count data including zero values it was more adequate to use the number of additional languages (i.e., the number of languages subtracted by one) as the response variable, as each project includes at least one language. Since this does not change the model as regards to content, we still refer to this variable as the number of languages.
To avoid the problem of overdispersion, which can occur while using a Poisson model, we also tested a Quasi-Poisson model in our analysis. Overdispersion means that the variance of the response variable is greater than its expected value. In such situations, a Poisson regression is not adequate as it assumes that the variance and the expected value of the response are equal. The Quasi-Poisson model is a modification of the normal Poisson model and estimates an additional parameter -the dispersion parameter -which is multiplied with the variance from the Poisson model. If this parameter is greater than 1, a normal Poisson model should not be used as overdispersion exists in the data. In our case, with the dispersion parameter being 2.07, the Quasi-Poisson model seems clearly more adequate for our data than a pure Poisson regression.
For the metric variables (age, number of contributors, number of commits, and size) only few high values appear; we thus considered it appropriate to use the log10-transformed variables in the regression model to improve the quality of the model and the interpretability of the estimated effects. Since the age variable is measured in months and includes zero, we used age increased by one, which allows us to use the logarithm while keeping the origin of the variable.
We used smooth functions to estimate the effect of the above-mentioned metric variables except the project age; the latter was implemented as a linear term in the final model as the estimated smooth function only led to a linear function. The deviance explained by our final Quasi-Poisson regression model is 50.2%, which is an acceptable value.
For each variable, the Quasi-Poisson regression estimates These results are shown in Table 4 . The covariate names are shown on the left (log10 where appropriate). The middle column shows the exponential of the estimate for age and the main language categories, and the estimated degrees of freedom (edf) for the smooth functions of the number of contributors, number of commits, and size. The right column shows the significance. As indicated, age and number of contributors do not have a significant influence on the number of languages found in a project, whereas the influence of size and number of commits is significant.
As mentioned above, our analysis of the influence of the main programming language is based on dummy coding with the language Java as the reference category. The data shows that projects with most other main languages have no significantly different amount of languages. Regarding the categories with significant effects, JavaScript, CoffeeScript, and Ruby show about 52%, 56%, and 44% more languages on average than Java, while TypeScript shows an increase of 96%. C-and Groovy-based projects show about an increase of 32% (C) and even 119% (Groovy) of the languages of Java-based projects.
A graphical representation of the estimated smooth functions is shown in Figure 2 , with the solid line representing the estimate which is enclosed in dashed lines representing the 95% confidence interval of the function, while the y axis shows the estimated effect of the response variable for a given x. The first function (number of contributors) shows 
Language Associations
For frequent item set mining and association rule mining, we first had to select appropriate parameters for support and confidence. As research question 3 states, our interest are GPL-to-GPL and GPL-to-DSL associations, i.e. association rules between single languages and thus single-item sets. Accordingly, we chose a low minimum set support value of 5% to include as many language sets as possible, which means that a set must occur in around 57 projects to be recognized. As the association rule confidence value, we chose a higher value of 45% to only include associations with a good basis in the data. Thus, we gain association rules between sets of languages in which, given a first set A, set B occurs in at least 45% of those projects in which A occurred.
From the resulting data, we selected the association rules between the top 10 GPLs according to our project table (Table 3 ) (left side of the rule) and any (single) language (on the right side of the rule) with a confidence of at least 45% for further inspection. The result is best shown graphically and is thus displayed in Figure 3 .
Each rectangle in the figure represents one of the top 10 general-purpose languages. The number indicated in each rectangle is the support for the single-item frequent item set with this language; that is the percentage of projects in which this language occurred. This number is also used for the size of the rectangle. For example, JavaScript is used in 32% of projects in the input set which is the highest count; it is thus the largest rectangle. Each circle represents a domain-specific language that has an association rule from a general-purpose language with a confidence of at least 45%. Again, the circle size represents the support for the singleitem frequent item set (also shown numerically).
The arrows between the languages represent association rules. Light-grey arrows show an association rule between GPLs, while black arrows show rules between a GPL (source) and a DSL (target). Association rules between DSLs or from DSL to GPL are not shown. Each arrow has a label that shows the confidence for this rule. The thickness of the arrow represents this size, scaled from the lowest value (45%) to the highest (90%).
DISCUSSION
Answering the research questions
RQ1
We begin with answering our first research question: How many languages (GPLs and DSLs) are commonly used in open source software, and what is their relative code size and (for DSLs) their type?
We can answer this question with the basic language cooccurrence data selected by our dual random/theoretical sampling approach, and thus over projects with differing age, size, main languages, number of contributors, and number of commits. As discussed in the results section, the median number of GPLs, DSLs, and all languages is 2, 2, and 4, respectively, while the means and standard deviations are 2.12±1.79, 3.05±2.86, and 5.17±4.3. The maximum number of languages found in any one project is 36.
Intuitively, the low number of GPLs per project makes sense: We can expect one GPL to be used as the main programming language of the project, and the use of additional ones for specific tasks (such as using JavaScript for improving the client user interface, or using C for implementing native functionality in interpreted languages). In fact, we already saw in the result sections that one GPL usually dominates all others with 91%±14 of all GPL code.
Interestingly, the mean number of DSLs found is not much higher than that of the GPLs. This seems surprising given the vast number of DSLs out there. We discuss two probable reasons for this. First, many DSLs share the same type, i.e., they are used for one certain purpose and thus we can expect to see only one of these languages in any given project. We have found five often-used DSL categories, which are Structured Data, User Interface Description, Shell, Build, and Configuration. The categories in themselves are not surprising. Only the UI category has a median (and mean) of languages per project of 2; all other categories have only one language per project on average. A second and more technical reason lies in the way languages are detected. Some of the most-used languages in our projects include XML, JSON, and YAML. All three are languages that can be used for multiple purposes ranging from data storage via configuration and messaging to actual executable code. These different dialects are not detected by Linguist. The detection mechanism also has no support for DSLs that are used inline (such as SQL) or those handcrafted for a specific project or purpose, and for the use of multiple languages within one file. Detecting such languages would mean a more thorough investigation of files, possibly even with an understanding of the syntax of each individual language, which is a major increase in effort.
Thus, it is probable that the number of DSLs reported is too low; a follow-up investigation with a more fine-grained detection mechanism seems worthwhile, although -due to the effort involved -it will probably have to focus on individual languages instead of providing a generic overview.
As shown in the results section, 3/4th of a project's code on average is written in GPLs, although the mean number of GPLs and DSLs is the same (and the spread is higher in the number of DSLs). This indicates that DSLs are indeed used as their name implies -that is, for specialized purposes with less code required than for the main program logic written in the respective GPL.
To sum up RQ1, we conclude that with the mean number of languages being 5 -with 2 GPLs and 3 DSLs -we can empirically support the expectation of the utilization of multiple languages per project; however, the number is not as high as might have been expected, which may be due to the reasons listed above.
RQ2
Our second research question is Does the number of languages depend on one of the following other project properties: size, main language, age, number of commits, and number of contributors?
This question is answered by our regression model. We first discuss the result regarding size, age, number of commits, and contributors: Increasing the size of the main language (bytes written in that language) as well as increasing the number of commits -while keeping all other variables constant -significantly increases the number of languages found. On the other hand, changing the age and the number of contributors does not have a significant effect on the number of languages used.
An increasing number of languages with an increase of size seems to make sense. Small projects may not have need of certain DSLs, for example dedicated build scripts or shell scripts for startup or maintenance. The need for these will become more pronounced as the size of the project grows. A similar argument can be applied to the number of commits: Although we disregard commit size, it can be expected that most commits add to the project, which obviously will include additions in languages.
On the other hand, the missing effect of the variables age and number of contributors on the number of languages comes as a bit of a surprise. One could intuitively have expected older projects (i.e. projects with an earlier creation date) to have a combination of legacy and new languages, and a greater number of contributors to lead to an increase in the number of languages since there are different languages an individual developer may be more proficient in.
There may be several reasons for this lack of effect. First, the age of projects on GitHub is a difficult issue in general. GitHub was founded in 2008, which means that the oldest projects by date of creation on GitHub are 6 years old. However, some projects have been imported with their commit history, reaching back to the seventies in some cases, as indicated by the date of first commit which we have used as the project age. Unfortunately, it is unknown for how many projects this was done, i.e. how many of the projects with their first commit after 2008 have been truly created at that date -or whether they have simply been migrated to GitHub without history.
Thus, the age of some projects is probably effectively much higher than reported. Repeating this analysis using other repositories (such as SourceForge) may indeed yield different effects. As it is, the age of a project (i.e., months since the first commit) does not seem to have any bearing on the number of languages used. Taking a different angle, one could also take the view that the number of commits is a sort of working age of the project -which may indeed be more relevant than the calendar age.
The amount of contributors to a project has a range from 1 to 462, although the data of projects with a contributor count of higher than 100 is very thin (38 projects). A possible explanation for the non-influence of contributors on languages is that GitHub encourages using forks and reintegration of code into the original repository, which will add many contributors with very small contributions each. Thus, the number of contributors on GitHub does probably not relate to larger development teams, but to an added number of bug fixers. However, it may also be the case that the addition of new languages is more of a team decision and thus indeed more contributors do not automatically mean more languages. As it is, we do not see a significant association between the number of contributors and the number of languages in our data set. We finally come to the question of the main general-purpose language of a project and its effect on the number of languages. As discussed, we use the Java programming language as a reference. We first assert that there is no significant difference in the number of languages between Java projects and projects with other well-known and much-used GPLs, namely C++, PHP, Objective-C, C#, Perl, Python, and Scala. Thus, changing the main programming language of a project to another in this group doesn't have much bearing on the number of languages used in each project. This result is probably expected since each of these languages has the same primary purpose (and in particular, does not include the particular functionality of most DSLs).
However, there are some programming languages with a significantly different number of languages than Java projects. Firstly, JavaScript, CoffeeScript, and Ruby show a significant deviation with about 44% to 56% more languages used. We believe that this is due to these languages serving the web domain, that is, they will always use HTML and CSS, possibly a template language, plus all of the languages the other projects use; it is however interesting that this does not seem to apply to PHP, the cause of which is unknown. TypeScript is an exception: Six of the seven projects with this main language are implementations of BitCoin. Thus, the number of languages here is probably more related to BitCoin than to TypeScript.
There are two additional languages that show a significant deviation from the reference category. First, projects using the C language use about 33% more languages than Java; a fact we attribute to the low-level nature of C, requiring more helper languages. The second is Groovy, which is the exact opposite, being a very new, dynamic language built on top of the Java platform and uses twice as many languages as Java, for which there is no obvious reason. However, there are only six projects with this main language; thus, we should be careful in reading too much into this result.
We can conclude that most of the main programming languages used (C++, Java, C#, Python, Objective-C, PHP, Scala, Perl) do not exhibit a significant difference in the number of languages used. However, there is a significant and relevant effect in web-related languages (JavaScript, Coffeescript, and Ruby) as well as in the C language, where the number of languages is increased by about 33% to 56%.
RQ3
Our last research question is Which association patterns can be found between the languages (and in particular, GPLs and DSLs) used in the projects?
This question is related to the actual languages, not the number of languages, found in the projects. As discussed in the previous section, our primary result is shown in Figure 3 . When interpreting this figure, we need to keep in mind that the sizes of the boxes depend on the number of projects in the underlying set, which are GitHub-dependent; the arrow sizes are relative associations between the projects, which are project-dependent.
The figure can be divided into three parts -languages grouped around Shell and Make (top right), XML (left), and HTML/CSS (bottom). When looking at the GPLs, most are indeed grouped to one or at most two of these groups; none covers all three. We now look at each of these ecosystems in more detail.
The first ecosystem is grouped around Shell (which includes all Unix-based shells) and Make. Here, we find the languages C and C++ (for Make and Shell) as well as Python and Perl (for Shell). Objective-C is added to the area via C and C++ to which it is associated. C# is conspicuously missing here, which is probably due to it being part of the Microsoft .NET platform and thus a different setup and community. The languages in this area also show the highest amounts of GPL-to-GPL associations: Objective-C occurs with both C and C++, and C++ and C are associated with one another. Note also that all C-based languages have an association with XML as well. Thus, given C or C++, we can expect to see both the other language, respectively, as well as make files, shell scripts, and (perhaps not as intuitively) XML.
The second ecosystem is grouped around XML, which is the most-associated language in the set with 7 of the 10 languages referencing it directly (all except Perl, Python, and Ruby). The strongest associations come from C#, Java, and Objective-C with 90%, 83%, and 80% of the respective projects also featuring XML. In fact, C# references nothing else, while Java only additionally references the INI format (which includes many line-based formats such as .properties, .ini, .cfg, etc.). As we have discussed before, the XML format is problematic (and probably referenced as much) due to its flexibility and many use cases. In fact, we can expect different XML dialects to be used; in particular, the functionality of Make is probably replicated in the Java ecosystem using Maven or Ant scripts, which are based on XML.
This ecosystem seems to confirm the anecdotal association of Java and C# with XML; however, due to the generic nature of XML any further insights would require, again, XML dialect recognition. Note also that C# and Java are not associated with any other GPL (in contrast to C, C++, and Objective-C on the upper right).
Finally, the third part of the figure is grouped around HTML and (to a lesser extent) CSS. The JavaScript language shows the strongest associations to these two languages with 71% and 76% of JavaScript projects using these languages. PHP projects use CSS in 64% of cases.
Besides JavaScript, we have associations to HTML from Ruby, PHP, Python, and Perl. PHP is the only language in the lower ecosystem associated to another GPL -in this case JavaScript, and it is to be expected that this sort of relationship is very different compared to the association of C++ and Objective-C to C in the ecosystem at the top. Regarding the Ruby language, it can be assumed that YAML is used to take the place of XML.
Our three ecosystems also use three different DSL types: The first (Shell, Make) shows languages related to the process of building the software and generic file-oriented tasks; the second (XML) shows the use of a very generic language for structured data, while the third (HTML and CSS) is concerned with user interface tasks.
Thus, the answer to our third research question shows clear associations between languages, and these differ markedly between the three ecosystems shown, both in GPL-to-GPL associations as well as GPL-to-DSL associations.
Comparison with Related Work
To our knowledge, this is the first empirical study that discusses the association between different properties of software projects and the number of languages (i.e., RQ2), and the first study that uses the combined random/theoretical sampling approach. However, there are studies with a partial overlap to our answers to RQ1 and RQ3 with different sampling approaches, which we compare in the following.
In 2014 [5] , Tomassetti and Torchiano have inspected a set of 15'000 randomly selected GitHub projects with the aim of investigating multi-language applications (using the term polyglotism). Their findings yield a mean of 6 languages per project, of which 2 are GPLs and 4 DSLs, which is close to our result (which is 5, 2, and 3, respectively). We suspect that the additional language reported may be a prose language (such as MarkDown) which they include and we exclude. Furthermore, they investigate pairs of interacting languages, which is similar to what we report as results for RQ3. Here, the random vs. theoretical selection of projects (and in particular our criteria of differing main languages) seems to be a major factor, since the languages and relationships reported are quite different (for example, C# and Perl are missing and C/C++ are not connected with the rest of the graph; instead, several web-related languages show up which we suspect is due to the large percentage of web projects on GitHub). Still, two of our clusters can be found in these results as well (XML as well as HTML/CSS).
Deloray et al. [6] (2007) analyzed 9'997 open source projects from SourceForge.net 7 . They list the most popular languages found in these projects, which are very similar to what we have found (if we replace Ruby and Objective C from our list with Pascal and Tcl from theirs, we get the same top 10 -this might be due to the publication date difference). Furthermore, they investigate combinations of (GPL) programming languages they call "language profiles" from the perspective of the author, i.e., how commonly languages are used together by an author compared to a standalone use. The top combinations are C/Perl, C/C++, and Javascript/PHP; two of these (C/C++ and Javascript/PHP) also show up in our association rules. Thus, we can (partially) confirm their findings on our (smaller, but differently sampled) GitHub-based data set.
In another study of 22 open source projects, Karus and Gall [7] (2011) focused on language usage evolution. They explicitly list DSLs. The analysis is based on revision data in version control systems, i.e. file types in developer commits. Thus, instead of being focused on projects as in our case, an author perspective is taken. It was found that developers work with 4 different languages on average (including DSLs) which is close to our mean number of languages. Also, the analysis of common (programming language) file types in commits shows several co-changing languages. Intersections with our association rules are Java/XML, C/Make, and JavaScript/CSS. A direct comparison with our data is difficult due to the different focus (projects vs. authors) and the different input set (1150 projects without version history in our case; 22 projects with full version history in theirs).
A different take on multiple programming languages is presented by Vasilescu et al. [8] (2013). They investigate pairs of languages in the sense that developers have knowledge about both of them based on language tags associated to users on StackOverflow 8 . It is noted that they expect similarity by usage to imply similarity by knowledge; and in fact, the presence and confidence of the association rules shown in Figure 3 seem to be reflected, at least by tendency, in the mutual intelligibility measures by Vasilescu et al.
Limitations of our analysis
In general, it should again be noted that our project selection focused on diversity, which means that the results of RQ1 and RQ3 are not representative of GitHub. Here, we follow the line of argument brought forward by Naggapan et al. [2] : By selecting projects with a maximally diverse set of properties, we include as many shapes and forms of projects as possible (which are all actually existing open source projects), which in our opinion is actually more useful than proportional coverage. In any case, GitHub itself has its own biases -towards JavaScript as a main language as well as small ("Hello World") projects.
Second, we only report languages that are detectable by the Linguist tool. Since this tool is in industrial use and is continually being worked on, we believe that the number of undetected relevant languages to be low. However, Linguist does not inspect the code within a file, and thus will miss multiple languages within one file or dialects of languages such as XML. As discussed before, this means that the actual number of languages might be higher than reported.
Finally, two of the covariates we have used in the regression model have important limitations. The first is the age of the project, which as discussed is problematic due to the founding date of GitHub and the question of migration with or without history. We have found no association between the age and the number of languages; this may be different if a repository provider with a longer history is used. The second is the number of contributors, which -due to the way GitHub works -includes users that have simply provided bug fixes or small changes. Contributors thus do not equal full team members, and again the missing correlation might be attributed due to this fact.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This work has examined 1150 open source software systems selected for diversity regarding language usage. Our analysis has shown that typical projects use a mean of 5 languages with a clearly dominant main GPL. The main DSL categories used are Structured Data, User Interface Desciption, Shell, Build, and Configuration. The average number of languages in each DSL category per project is 1 except for UI (where it is 2). Also, on average, only about 1/4th of the code of a project is written in a DSL.
Second, we have shown that there is a significant association between the size and the number of commits in a project and the number of languages; and no significant influence of age of the project and the number of contributors.
8 www.stackoverflow.com Furthermore, the number of languages used does not seem to vary significantly between major languages -except for C and the languages used in the web domain (JavaScript, CoffeeScript, and Ruby).
Finally, we have identified three language ecosystems within the top 10 GPLs using association rule mining. These systems seem to be grouped around a) Shell and Make; b) XML, and c) HTML and CSS.
We believe that these answers can help us focus both practical efforts and further research. Regarding practical applications, it seems beneficial to provide developer tool support for much-used DSL types (RQ1) and the concrete DSLs identified as part of RQ3; having IDE support for multilanguage systems seems important, especially for larger systems as indicated by RQ2. Our work also the highlights key multi-language combinations that developers (and students) should be aware of today.
There are several avenues for future research. First, it will be interesting to inspect generic DSLs such as XML for the dialects used. Secondly, we have seen that the variables of age and number of contributors of a project suffer from issues on GitHub; other repositories should be investigated here. Finally, project-specific and internal DSLs are not supported by current language detection tools; here, a qualitative approach to investigating example projects may yield interesting results.
